Administration practices for placement of members, change of membership category and change of option packages and network participation
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1) Members are admitted to the basic Market Influencer membership, unless otherwise agreed.

2) Smaller companies with modest turnover in the industry, as well as organizations and others with interests in the industry can with request and approval from Wind Denmark’s board of directors be admitted as Market Explorers.

3) Members can voluntarily choose to be placed in a higher position member category.

4) Requests to change the membership category are sent to the secretariat. The Board can, based on the request and relevant documentation reclassify the member to another member category.

5) A member can request an upgrade with immediate effect and can request downgrade with effect for an upcoming contingent period. Downgrade request must be received by the secretariat no later than December 31st for an upcoming contingent period. For High Influencers, however, the deadline is June 30th for one forthcoming contingent period.

6) A potential refusal to change location must be in writing and reasoned. The applicant may bring in the refusal of the first ordinary general assembly. Notice must be received by the secretariat no later than 14 days after the rejection has been received by the applicant.

7) Wind Denmark’s optional packages – Network package, Promotion package and Premium package are additional purchases. The same goes for individually acquired network participation. Payment is made for one calendar year at a time and following the terms of the contingent payment.

8) Termination of purchases follows the rules for cancellation of the association and can only happen with 6 months’ notice until the end of a calendar year. Termination must be sent in writing to the secretariat.